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Creating Your CAH Annual Review 
A quick guide to success!

Dr. Angie Charlet
VICE PRESIDENT, TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

(309) 312-0371
angie@canopyassociates.com

Objectives

• Understand key components to meet the State Operations 
Manual Annual CAH Review

• Create tracking tool/gap analysis for all required metrics

• Evaluate CAHPS data and impact to both the department (if 
data available) and the organization 
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Annual Review

C-0331

§485.641(a) Standard:  Periodic Evaluation

(1) The CAH carries out or arranges for a periodic evaluation of 
its total program.  The evaluation is done at least once a year 
and includes review of ---

Rumor was to be changed to biennually as of March 2021 but nothing in the guidance as of last update 2.21.2020
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Understanding the “Purpose”

“The purpose of the evaluation is to determine 
whether the utilization of services was appropriate, 

the established policies were followed, and any 
changes are needed”.
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Evaluation MUST Include

§485.641(a)(1)(i) The utilization of CAH services, including at 
least the number of patients served and the volume of services

Your question to the team:

“How does our CAH ensure that the yearly program evaluation 
includes a review of all CAH services, the number of patients 
served and the volume of services provided?” 
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Evaluation MUST Include

§485.641(a)(1)(ii) A representative sample of both active and 
closed clinical records defined in the Interpretive Guidelines as: 

“A representative sample of both active and closed clinical 
records means NOT LESS THAN 10 percent of both active and 
closed patient records”
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Let’s Get Started!

Step 1:  Develop a team  -- this is not a one person task/job
Step 2:  Create an outline of what is included
Step 3:  Establish a Gap Analysis/Worksheet/Template with:

a. Assigned responsibilities
b. Timeframe for completion
c. Notification to team of any roadblocks/barriers or 

difficulties in completing task(s)
Step 4:  Prepare annual report
Step 5:  Present to appropriate bodies to final submission/approval

of governing body (typically presented by CEO at this level)
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Basic Annual Plan Outline

1. Executive Summary
2. Volume and Utilization 
3. Revenue & Expense Analysis
4. Audit of active and closed medical records
5. Health Care Policies
6. Evaluation of Services/QAPI Program
7. Infection Control
8. Department and/or Committee Reports
9. Summary (if desired and not in Executive Summary)
10. May or may not include Appendix
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Executive Summary
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1. Does the CAH program continue to meet the needs of the hospital and community?

2. Were any services added?  Changed?  Removed?

3. How were services impacted due to COVID-19?

4. What is the scope of care and has it changed?

5. What improvements have been made in the last year?

6. Were any grant dollars received?  How were they utilized?

7. Are there any new pending services in the coming year? 

8. What impact or opportunities are incomplete? Opportunities for Improvement?  

Example
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Another Example
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Volume and Utilization
C-1026 Has some great questions/guidance 

Questions for Team
• What is the breakdown of your payor mix?

• Volume of patient types….inpatient, 
swing, OB etc.

• Volume by service…ER, Outpatient, 
specialty 

• Transfers

• ALOS

• Tracking and percentage/number of 
patients stay more than 96 hours

Considerations of Data 

• # Acute patients

• # Swing Bed

• # Observation 

• % Medicare

• % Medicaid (not swing)

• % Other (not swing) 
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Volume and Utilization 

Specific Department and Services

• ER Visits

• ER LWBT

• Surgeries by service line

• OB (if appropriate)

• Observation

• Outpatient visits

Transfers

• # transfer from inpatient 

• # to Nursing home

• # Out of ER

• # EMTALA Compliance 
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Examples

Remember to include narrative with graphs/data
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Examples cont…
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Revenue & Expenses (consider)

• Gross IP & OP Revenue by Payer

• Operating Expenses with Trended % Change

• Salaries & Benefits 

• Total Operating Expenses

• Grant Funding 

• Technology and Capital Improvements

• Trended Audited Operating and Net Income Results
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C-0333 Chart Audit Time! 

A representative sample of both active and closed clinical records 
means NOT LESS THAN 10 percent of both active and closed patient 
records

Surveyor may ask:
Who is responsible for the review of both active and closed clinical records?
How are records selected and reviewed in the periodic evaluation?
How does the evaluation process ensure that the sample of records is 

representative of services furnished?
What criteria are utilized in the review of both active and closed records?

Active and Closed Medical Records
Look at the compliance and quality of care

• Consider creating checklist

• Physician Documentation
• H&P
• Discharge Summary
• Verbal orders
• Legibility
• Consents/Advance Directives
• Pain management
• Provider orders/signatures 
• Operative notes

• Blood Utilization

• Medication Errors

• Deaths

• Swing Bed compliance

• # peer reviews completed

Any other data contributing to 
change or evaluation of 
services 

18Any strategic improvements to note in the narrative/data? Successful or ongoing? 
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Examples

19

Examples cont. 
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Policy Updates C-0334
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• §485.641(a)(1)(iii) The CAH’S health care policies

• Team Questions:
• What evidence demonstrates that the health care policies of the CAH 

are evaluated? 
• What is reviewed and/or revised as part of your annual evaluation 

plan?

Note:  Under §485.635(a)(4) patient care policies are reviewed 
biennially 

Policies cont…

• Narrative summary of current 
policies, changes, new 
policies 

• Make sure to mention 
process for review and 
approval

• Any significant policy changes 
due to COVID?
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Policy Evaluation Narrative  

ABC Hospital policies are reviewed throughout 
each fiscal year for any needed changes or 
revisions to comply with accreditation 
standards and regulatory requirements as well 
as to define current practice and procedure. 
Utilization of a policy revision calendar ensures 
all manuals are reviewed and approved 
annually. Administration sends a list of policies 
that have been approved as new or with 
revisions monthly to ABC Leaders to review 
with their staff as applicable. See Appendix A 
for list of FY2019 policy revisions.
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More Examples
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C-0335 Evaluation of Services

§485.641(a)(2) The purpose of the evaluation is to determine 
whether the utilization of services was appropriate, the 
established policies were followed, and any changes are needed.  

Ask the team:
• How does the CAH use the results of the yearly program 

evaluation?
• Were policies, procedures and/or facility practices added, 

deleted or revised as a result of the yearly program evaluation if 
needed? 
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C-0336 QAPI

§485.641(b) Standard: Quality Assurance  

The CAH has an effective quality assurance program to evaluate 
the quality and appropriateness of the diagnosis and treatment 
furnished in the CAH and of the treatment outcomes.
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QAPI Includes and Answers:

• Ongoing monitoring and data collection

• Problem prevention, identification and data analysis

• Identification of corrective actions

• Implementation of corrective actions

• Evaluation of corrective actions

• Measures to improve quality on a continuous basis 
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Things to Consider

• Annual QAPI plan (suggest 
doing this first to include in 
annual review)

• QA Committees and reporting 
structure

• Scope, methodology and 
organization of the QAPI 
program

• Review of services under 
contract 

• Quality indicators 
• Hospital-wide
• Relate to strategic 

plan/scope/vision of CAH

• Improvement projects
• Reporting of quality outside of 

regulatory bodies (such as 
MBQIP, Qhi, Stroudwater etc.)

• Patient Satisfaction (all areas if 
available)

27

Examples

28
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Examples

29

C-1200 Infection Prevention and Control and 
Antibiotic Stewardship

30

Go through each line item 1204 – 1250; how do you 
meet each Standard

Note:  Should also be in IC Plan/QAPI plan if combined
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C-0338 Nosocomial Infections

31

§485.641(b)(2) Nosocomial infections and medication therapy are 
evaluated; 

Ask the team:

• How did COVID impact this standard and the CAH?
• What methodology does the CAH use to evaluate nosocomial 

infections and medications therapy?
• Is the committee addressing current issues or projects?  
• Current year goals and results…and what are next year goals?
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C-0337 Patient Care Services Evaluated

§485.641(b)(1) All patient care services and other services 
affecting patient health and safety, are evaluated; 

Team Questions to answer: 
• Who is responsible to evaluate CAH patient care services?  
• How are patient care services evaluated?  
• What other services are evaluated?   
• How does the CAH ensure quality assurance data is provided to the 

medical staff and governing body? 

C-0339 Provider Quality

34

§485.641(b)(3) 

The quality and appropriateness of the diagnosis and treatment 
furnished by nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists, and 
physician assistants at the CAH are evaluated by a member of 
the CAH staff who is a doctor of medicine or osteopathy or by 
another doctor of medicine or osteopathy under contract with the 
CAH; 
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Ask the Team…

• How does the CAH ensure that a doctor of medicine or osteopathy evaluates the quality 
of care provided by mid-level practitioners in the CAH?

• How is clinical performance of mid-level practitioners evaluated?

• What evidence demonstrates that there is an ongoing evaluation of care provided by mid-
level practitioners (e.g., reports, periodic written evaluation, QA meeting notes)?

• How does the reviewing MD/DO inform the CAH if he/she determines that there  are 
problems relative to the diagnosis and treatment provided by mid-level practitioners?

• What follow-up actions are called for in the QA plan?

Department and Services Review

• Departmental QAPI with data (results)

• Any volume/activity 

• Consider brief narrative and graph

• Any new service lines?

• New contracted services?

• And Patient Satisfaction

• Any variations to strategic plan?
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Examples can be simple without graphs too
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Consider hospital‐wide dept. quality dashboard
Add table to appendix
One and two lines per dept can be sufficient
Highlights, challenges, ongoing versus met 
successes, etc. 

Patient Satisfaction 

38
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Other Considerations

39

Summary
Overall Impact of the CAH Program

Does the CAH continue to meet needs of community?

Has the scope of care changed?

Overall improvements made or pending in next year? 

Any next steps for new services?

Any engagement in ACO? Align with system?

Final goals and/or expectations?

Any new recognitions such as PCMH, TJC, TCT, DNV etc. 
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Questions, Challenges
& Concerns

Ask me… ask others… we are a TEAM!
41


